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RIVSALT product range is designed by Swedish entrepreneur and
designer Jens Sandringer. Jens came up with the concept while
dining at a Japanese Teppanyaki restaurant in Bejing, where the
master chef grated salt over the dishes using a large grater and big
salt rock. A unique experience which sparked the initial product
idea complementing the rise of Scandinavian foodie and design
trends. The original RIVSALT product was launched in Sweden in
January 2013.
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Original RIVSALT with himalayan salt is the natural centerpiece of the
dining table, while the much bigger KITCHEN product is a great tool
when actually preparing the dishes. LIQUORICE brings tasty kicks to
just about any dessert as well as fantastic results while cooking,
baking or making drinks.
Grating with PEPPER you will detect surprising aromas of liquorice,
aniseed and cinnamon, with a spicy sensation towards the end. Think
of it as a regular black pepper with a twist. TOOTHPICK is a dried
flower from the Moroccan atlas mountains and turns after-dinner
teeth cleaning into an extravagant experience!

*
All products (except TOOTHPICK) includes a japanese
style grater, a himalaya salt rock and a desk stand made
from untreated natural oak, all delivered in an attractive
cardboard gift tube.
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toothpick flower [ammi visnaga] - morocco
the flower heads used in rivsalt TOOTHPICK are
harvested from morocco’s atlas mountains where they are
dried and then shipped to casablanca for final selection.
locals have used the plant for a wide range of purposes
for more than 1000 years and to this day use the dried
flower stems as toothpicks.
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BBQ Pro includes an inductive metal holder and two himalayan salt blocks.
Works well on gas or charcoal barbecues, in the oven or directly on your
INDUCTION, gas or electric stove tops. The BBQ product includes one
himalayan salt block. Both products comes in attractive cardboard gift packs. To
use, simply add oil to the large salt surface and heat up slowly to create a
sizzling cooking surface that seasons evenly as it grills meat, fish, shellfish or
vegetables. For a twist, chill the blocks to create a sophisticated surface for
serving sushi, fresh fruits or ice cream.

APRON is handcrafted from sturdy buﬀalo
hide, with practical pockets and durable lining.
The leather is semi-vegetable tan with waxed
texture which gives the products a natural
radiance. The factory where our leather goods
are manufactured is BSCI certified and our
leather is REACH-compliant. rivsalt logo
embossed on top left side.
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ITEM NAME: RIVSALT
ITEM NUMBER: 7350000765229
CARTON CONTAINS: 10
rivsalt [grated salt] is a gastronomic experience and a new way of adding salt to
food. natural himalaya salt is grated onto the dish with a stainless steel grater of
highest quality. the salt and grater become centerpiece of the dining table when
placed in the accompanying desk stand made from untreated natural oak.
this the original rivsalt product includes a japanese grater, a himalaya salt rock
and a desk stand made from untreated natural oak, all delivered in an attractive
cardboard gift tube.
GRATER SIZE
7.5 cm (height) x 5.0 cm (average width) x 0.1 cm (thickness)
DESK STAND
6.4 cm (diameter) x 1.9 cm (thickness)
manufactured out of FSC-certified oak wood.
SALT ROCK
Himalayan rock salt - Pakistan
irregular dimension, and vary between 40 to 60 grams
GIFT PACKAGING
7.4 cm (diameter) x 11 cm (height)
WEIGHT
170 gram
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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ITEM NAME: REFILL
ITEM NUMBER: 7350000763270
CARTON CONTAINS: 10
REFILL comes with three amazing himalayan salt rocks.
himalayan rock salt originates from northern pakistan from the area called
the “salt range” not far from the himalayan mountains. it is a natural rock
salt that was created when the prehistoric seas evaporated some 250 million
years ago. this was long before the sub continent indian plate moved north
and crashed into asia creating the himalayan mountain range. the actual salt
rocks vary in color from pure white to beautiful light pink to dramatic deep
red, all depending on iron oxide content.
taste
highly flavored with lasting spicy heat over a mild mineral body
dishes
ideal for seasoning meat and fish, as well as vegetables

SALT ROCK
Himalayan rock salt - Pakistan
GIFT TUBE
4.6 cm (diameter) x 13.8 cm (height)
WEIGHT
150 gram
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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ITEM NAME: PEPPER
ITEM NUMBER: 7350000766578
CARTON CONTAINS: 10
rivsalt PEPPER is the perfect companion to our range of salts products. Each
PEPPER-set contains several aromatic long peppers from the indonesian island of
java. together with the high-quality stainless steel grater and natural oak desk
stand they truly become yet another
conversation piece at the dining table.
the java long peppers have their own distinctive character, as well as the familiar
black pepper taste. grated over your dish, you’ll detect surprising aromas of
liquorice, aniseed and cinnamon, with a spicy sensation towards the end. think of
it as a regular black pepper with a twist.
GRATER SIZE
10 cm (height) x 2,5 cm (width) x 0,1 cm (thickness)
DESK STAND
4,3 cm (diameter) x 1,9 cm (thickness)
manufactured out of FSC-certified oak wood.
JAVA LONG PEPPER
irregular dimension, and vary between 2-4cm
~15g inside packaging
CARDBOARD GIFT TUBE
4,5 cm (diameter) x 13,5 cm (height)
WEIGHT
~100 gram
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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ITEM NAME: PEPPER REFILL
ITEM NUMBER: 7350000768923
CARTON CONTAINS: 10

PEPPER REFILL is the perfect companion to our new PEPPER product.
each PEPPER REFILL contains about 30g aromatic long peppers from the
indonesian island of java.
the java long peppers have their own distinctive character, as well as the
familiar black pepper taste. grated over your dish, you’ll detect surprising
aromas of liquorice, aniseed and cinnamon, with a
spicy sensation towards the end. think of it as a regular black pepper with a
twist.

JAVA LONG PEPPER
PEPPER REFILL comes with 30g amazing java long peppers.
GIFT TUBE
13,5cm (height) x 2,8cm (diameter)
WEIGHT
~45 gram
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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ITEM NAME: TOOTHPICK
ITEM NUMBER: 7350000768930
CARTON CONTAINS: 10
rivsalt TOOTHPICK turns after-dinner teeth cleaning into an extravagant
experience! featuring an elegant cluster of flowers from the toothpick plant (ammi
visnaga) and a natural oak desk stand, it makes an attractive - yet functional addition to any table.
to use, simply snap off a stem from the beautiful dried flower and use it like a
regular toothpick. the flower heads used in rivsalt TOOTHPICK are harvested
from morocco’s atlas mountains where they are dried and then shipped to
casablanca for final selection. locals have used the plant for a wide range of
purposes for more than 1000 years and to this day use the dried flower stems as
toothpicks.
FLOWER SIZE
~7-10 cm (height) x ~3-5 cm (average width)
DESK STAND
4,3 cm (diameter) x 1,9 cm (thickness)
manufactured out of FSC-certified oak wood.
CARDBOARD GIFT TUBE
4,5 cm (diameter) x 13,5 cm (height)
WEIGHT
~60-70 gram
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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ITEM NAME: TOOTHPICK REFILL
ITEM NUMBER: 7350000768947
CARTON CONTAINS: 10
rivsalt TOOTHPICK turns after-dinner teeth cleaning into an extravagant
experience! featuring an elegant cluster of flowers from the toothpick plant
(ammi visnaga). This is the REFILL.version without the wood stand that
turns this dried flower into a centerpiece of the dining table.
to use, simply snap off a stem from the beautiful dried flower and use it like
a regular toothpick. the flower heads used in rivsalt TOOTHPICK are
harvested from morocco’s atlas mountains where they are dried and then
shipped to casablanca for final selection. locals have used the plant for a
wide range of purposes for more than 1000 years and to this day use the
dried flower stems as toothpicks.

FLOWER SIZE
~7-12 cm (height) x ~3-5 cm (average width)
GIFT TUBE
4,5 cm (diameter) x 13,5 cm (height)
WEIGHT
~25-30 gram
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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ITEM NAME: LIQUORICE
ITEM NUMBER: 7350000768152
CARTON CONTAINS: 10
LIQUORICE is the renowned “RIVSALT gastronomic experience“ now with a
beautiful chunk of premium raw liquorice. together with the high quality
stainless steel grater they become centerpiece of any dining table when placed
in the untreated oak desk stand.
just about any dessert gets a tasty kick from grated raw liquorice, be it ice
cream or a slice of chocolate cake. you may also want to spice up your baking,
your saturday-night chili or a cup of hot cocoa or tea. you can rest assured that
it’s made without any additives or impurities and completely gluten-free.

GRATER SIZE
7.5 cm (height) x 5.0 cm (average width) x 0.1 cm (thickness)
DESK STAND
6.4 cm (diameter) x 1.9 cm (thickness)
manufactured out of FSC-certified oak wood.
LIQUORICE
GLUTEN-FREE raw liquorice from Italian supplier
GIFT PACKAGING
7.4 cm (diameter) x 11.2 cm (height)
WEIGHT
165gram
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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ITEM NAME: LIQUORICE REFILL
ITEM NUMBER: 7350000767315
CARTON CONTAINS: 10
LIQUORICE REFILL is three chunks of premium raw liquorice that can be grated
over food to enhance the taste. use the LIQUORICE REFILL chunks with your
RIVSALT grater for fantastic results while cooking, baking or making drinks. you’ll
also find that just about any dessert gets a tasty kick from grated raw liquorice, be it ice
cream or a slice of chocolate cake. or you may want to spice up your saturday-night
chili or a cup of hot cocoa or tea. you can also rest assured that it’s made without any
additives or impurities.
LIQUORICE
GLUTEN-FREE raw liquorice from Italian supplier
GIFT TUBE
4.6 cm (diameter) x 13.8 cm (height)
WEIGHT
80 gram
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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ITEM NAME: KITCHEN
ITEM NUMBER: 7350000766561
CARTON CONTAINS: 4
KITCHEN brings you the renowned “RIVSALT gastronomic experience” into
your food preparation area. perfectly shaped himalayan salt crystals are grated
with the big and functional, yet beautiful, stainless steel grater. a grand natural
oak wood board serves as a great stand and easily holds up to four additional
salt rocks.

GRATER SIZE
20 cm (height) x 10.35 cm (average width) x 0.1 cm (thickness)
DESK STAND
22 cm (diameter) x 10.5 cm (wiidth) x 2 cm (thickness)
manufactured out of FSC-certified oak wood.
SALT ROCK
Himalayan rock salt - Pakistan
irregular dimension, always above 80 grams
CARDBOARD GIFT TUBE
29 cm (height) x 13.5 cm (width) x 5.5 cm (thickness)
WEIGHT
1kg
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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ITEM NAME: TASTE
ITEM NUMBER: 7350000766554
CARTON CONTAINS: 10
TASTE is the perfect companion to the big KITCHEN product and as a
combo it brings your cooking to a completely new level. the four salt rocks
truly look like gemstones on their own, but also fit nicely together on the
KITCHEN wood board making them a striking centerpiece of your food prep
area. every rock originate from different parts of the world. they all have thier
own taste and consequently work great with different dishes
SALT ROCKS
kala namak salt – india
halit salt – pakistan
rose salt – bolivia
alpine rock salt – austria
GIFT TUBE
5.8 cm (diameter) x 17 cm (height)
WEIGHT
300 gram
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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ITEM NAME: TASTE Jr
ITEM NUMBER: 7350000767308
CARTON CONTAINS: 10
TASTE Jr is the perfect way to explore the tastes of different rock salts from
around the world. this special taster-pack consists of six gemstone-like salt
rocks, each of which has its own distinctive taste suited to different food
types and dishes. taste all the flavours and decide which are your favorites for
use with our large KITCHEN product or on the dining table with our original
RIVSALT product.
SALT ROCKS
kala namak salt – india
halit salt – pakistan
persian blue salt – iran

rose salt – bolivia
alpine rock salt – austria
himalayan salt – pakistan

GIFT TUBE
4.6 cm (diameter) x 13.8 cm (height)
WEIGHT
170 gram
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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ITEM NAME: BLUE
ITEM NUMBER: 7350000766851
CARTON CONTAINS: 10
BLUE comes with three amazing persian blue salt rock.
persian blue rock salt is one of the rarest and most exclusive salts and is
extracted from a salt mine in northern iran. the intriguing blue color occurs
during the forming of the salt’s crystalline structure, as intense pressure is
exerted on the salt deposits. the individual crystals fracture the light in an
unusual way creating an optical illusion that makes the salt appear more or
less shimmering blue.
taste
initially quite present and then rather mild with a silken sweetness. highly
popular with children for some reason!
dishes
ideal for seafood, salads, french cuisine & truffles
SALT ROCK
Persian blue salt – Iran
GIFT TUBE
4.6 cm (diameter) x 13.8 cm (height)
WEIGHT
170 gram
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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ITEM NAME: BBQ Pro
ITEM NUMBER: 7350000767322
CARTON CONTAINS: 3
take your barbecuing to a whole new level with the BBQ Pro kit by
RIVSALT. suitable for gas or charcoal barbecues, in the oven or directly on
your INDUCTION, gas or electric stove tops. to use, simply add oil to the
large salt surface and heat up slowly to create a sizzling cooking surface
that seasons evenly as it grills meat, fish, shellfish or vegetables. for a twist,
chill the blocks to create a sophisticated surface for serving sushi, fresh
fruits or ice cream. the BBQ Pro kit includes an inductive metal holder and
two himalayan salt blocks.
BBQ Pro is a large product that ways in at 8,5 KG and measures 38.0 x 22,5
x 6,5cm. Total Himalayan salt cooking surface is 30 x 20 cm and the salt
blocks are 4,5cm thick. The thickness, which also makes the product heavy,
is vital to be be able to barbecue on high temperature. Blocks with less
thickness might easily crack.
SALT ROCK
Himalayan rock salt - Pakistan
30cm (width) x 20cm (height) x 4.5cm (depth)

GIFT PACKAGING
38cm (width) x 22.5cm (height) x 6.5cm (depth)
WEIGHT
8.5kg
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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ITEM NAME: BBQ
ITEM NUMBER: 73500007666392
CARTON CONTAINS: 6
experience a completely new taste in barbeque. this block of himalayan salt
transforms regular grilling into a gastronomic extravaganza. simply add oil to the
top surface and heat up the rock slowly to turn it into a sizzling cooking surface
that also flavours your food evenly. ideal for meat, fish, shellfish, and vegetables,
or even as a chilled serving plate for sushi or fresh fruits. wipe or scrape it clean
after use and store at room temperature till your next barbeque.

SALT ROCK
Himalayan rock salt - Pakistan
GIFT PACKAGING
22 cm (width) x 16.5 cm (height) x 5.5 cm (depth)
WEIGHT
3.2 kg
RRP
Please refer to prices at rivsalt.com
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